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ArabiaWeather is the leading provider of weather products, services and solutions to consumers and businesses in the Middle 
East. We provide weather solutions to business sectors across the region, including Aviation, Civil Defence, Oil & Gas, Agriculture, 
Insurance, and Retail, in addition to other businesses that benefit from weather information. These solutions help businesses 
reduce costs, enhance safety and drive efficiencies in their operations. 

Aviation Decision Support Solutions
SkyWatch™

 • Airlines     • Airports  
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Comprehensive Marine Weather Forecasting
SeaWatchTM is a comprehensive Marine weather forecasting 
solution for Oil and Gas and other offshore activities. It provides 
continuous decision support and monitoring to ensure safety, 
increase efficiency and minimise environmental impacts relevant 
to any offshore project. SeaWatchTM is easily accessible via your 
dedicated web portal as well as an emailed PDF file. We customise 
the frequency and required outlook timeframe to your needs. 
Forecasts can be provided in a traffic light format configurable to 
your operational limits.

SeaWatch™

• Marine & Offshore      • Oil & Gas
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SkyWatchTM is an Airport and Airline briefing and alerting tool 
designed to help monitor and plan your network operations. This is 
an online aviation weather forecasting package designed to help 
you make smarter and more confident operational decisions that 
are weather sensitive resulting in saved time and money. 
SkyWatchTM quickly and easily identifies periods of potential 
service disruption at your airports of interest, displayed in an 
intuitive “traffic light” format, allowing you to make contingency 
plans for potential flight delays, cancellations and airport closures.

 • Insurance
 • Transportation
 • Water Management
 • Agriculture
 • Construction
 • Energy
 • Government

LandWatch™
LandWatchTM allows you to make informed business decisions 
when confronted with adverse weather. With access to advanced 
meteorological data, our experts provide services to alert of severe 
weather. The service includes 24/7 support before, during and 
after severe weather events. LandWatchTM empowers you to 
minimise downtime and maximise productivity, avoid catastrophic 
risks and internal weather-watching confusion, reduce legal liability, 
and most importantly, protect your brand and your people.



The ArabiaWeather Platform

Our Unique Technology

As an ArabiaWeather client you have access to a variety of reports and dashboards delivered on multiple platforms to suit 
your organisation’s specific requirements. 

• Web Portal:
Weather data is available on a custom portal that is 
updated in real-time so you and your team can stay 
on top of changing conditions. 

• Mobile Applications:
Your field managers can access our exclusive 
solutions from anywhere. The data is updated live 
whenever there is an internet or cellular service and 
cached for use in even the most remote locations. 

• PDF Reports:
Regular PDF reports are delivered via email. The 
number of locations and frequency of reports are 
customised based on your unique requirements. 

• Alerts
Our solutions include instant alerting via email, SMS, or 
WhatsApp whenever threatening weather is active. 

• Video Briefing:
Video Briefing:  We provide a daily video briefing with 
forecasted weather conditions for your locations that 
are streamed online by a qualified meteorologist. 

• Live Meteorologist 24/ 7:
Dedicated bilingual meteorologists are assigned to 
ensure an understanding of your unique environment.
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Our mission is to provide the most accurate high-resolution 
weather forecasts and meteorological decision support solutions 
to businesses. ArabiaWeather's technology runs on proprietary, 
hyper-localised data and algorithms. Our Big Data is gathered 
from multiple sources, which are then sent to our cloud computers 
and servers. Our servers then apply our unique weather forecast-
ing algorithms and processes generating Accurate, Localised, 
Relevant, and Precise weather forecast data. All system generat-
ed weather forecasts and data are quality assured by the region's 
leading Meteorologists, and weather experts in our offices 
located in Amman, Riyadh and Dubai. Additionally, our R&D 
specialists transform this data into industry specific decision 
support solutions. Their solutions aim to improve safety and 
enhance the quality of life for people in the region, and help 
businesses minimise losses and optimise performance.


